Abstract. Access to a relation R m a relational database is sometimes based on how R joins with other relations rather than on what values appear m the attributes of R-tuples Usmg sunple predicate locks forces the entire relation to be locked m these cases. A technique is presented which allows locking of the smallest possible set oftuples even when the selecuon is based on joins w~th other relauons The algonthms are based on a generalization of tableaux The tableaux used here can represent relational algebra quenes wtth any of the domain companson operators =, #, <, _<, >, and >-..
Introduction
A database is a model of some part of the real world, and to be a good real-world model, the data must satisfy various integrity constraints.
Tra~actions are programs which operate on the database and which model events in the real world. In order to satisfy performance requirements, multiple transactions are executed concurrently. This concurrent execution can cause violation of the integrity constraints, and so the database management system must provide some form of concurrency control. Several approaches to this concurrency control problem are possible [4] , with locking being perhaps the most familiar.
Locking controls concurrency by limiting access to entities in the database by declaring them "locked." In the relational model, the natural unit of access, that is, the locking entity, is a set oftuples. Since mathematical sets are specified by properties or formulas, it follows that locks on relations may be specified by properties or formulas. In the past these properties were limited to referring only to the attributes of the relation being locked, and these were called "simple predicate locks" [7, 12] . In this paper we generalize the properties allowed in locks, calling them "expression locks."
To motivate the introduction of expression locks, we present a simple example. Consider the relational schema of Figure 1 containing relations for departments and employees. Suppose the following two transactions are run on this database: TRI: Give employees whose hire date is less than 78-06-30 (hired before June 30, 1978) a 10 percent raise.
dept(dno, dname, manager, budget) key(dno) employee(eno, ename, sal, hlredate, edno) key(eno)
FIG I Schema for departments and employees TR2: Give employees whose hire date is greater than 80-09-01 (hired after September 1, 1980) a 5 percent pay cut.
The sets of employee tuples accessed by TR1 and TR2 can be defined with simple predicates: 1 E1 = {e E employee:e.hiredate < 780630}, E2 = {e ~ employee:e.hiredate > 800901}.
It is clear that these two sets are disjoint, since the conditions (e.hiredate < 780630) and (e.hiredate > 800901) cannot both be satisfied by the same tuple. Thus TR1 and TR2 can be run concurrently, since they operate on different parts of the database. Next consider the following pair of transactions:
TRa: Give every employee whose department has a budget exceeding $1 million a 10 percent raise. TRy: Give every employee whose department has a budget below $500,000 a 5 percent pay cut.
Intuitively, we can see that this pair of transactions also can be run concurrently, since the set of all employees in "low-budget" departments is disjoint from the set of all employees in "high-budget" departments. For this pair of transactions, the sets of employee tuples accessed are not defined by simple predicates: E3 = (e E employee: (3d ~ dept)(d.dno = e.dno A d.budget > 1000000}, E4 = (e E employee: (3d ~ dept)(d.dno = e.dno A d.budget < 500000).
In order to lock these two sets, it is suggested in [7] that two simple predicates be found which "cover" the two defining formulas. In this case there are no selection clauses on employee attributes, and so the smallest covering simple predicate in both cases selects the entire employee relation. Hence, if we use only simple predicates, transactions TR3 and TP~ must be run serially. Using expression locks, the sets Ea and Ea are represented exactly in the lock tables as tableaux [2] . The tests the scheduler needs to perform (Is an access request covered by a lock? Are two locks in conflict?) can still be made by using tableau chases [9] and tableau containment mappings [1, 5] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 the basic definitions for relational databases are given. Section 3 introduces our model of database managers, transactions, locks, and histories. We prove the fundamental theorem: In our generalized model, legal histories of well-formed, two-phased transactions preserve consistency of the database. In Section 4 we use a generalization of tableaux to provide the necessary algorithms. Section 5 discusses the update operation, and Section 6 contains a summary.
Relational Definitions
A relation scheme 2 is a pair (R, k). R is a symbol (the relation name), and k is a positive integer (R's degree) which is denoted deg(R). If (R, k~ is a relation scheme, A simple predicate as defined m [7] is a Boolean combmauon of terms of the form (al 0 az) or (a~ O c), where a~ and a2 are attributes of a single relauon, 0 Js =, <, etc, and c ts a constant. 2 Following Codd [6] , the model we use does not make the universal relation assumption.
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ANTHONY KLUG the attributes of R, attrs(R), are the elements of the set {1, 2 ..... k) of natural numbers. A functional dependency (FD) is a triple (R~, Z, A ), also written R,: Z---> A, where R is a relation of degree k, Z __. {1, 2 .... , k}, A ~ (1, 2 .... , k) and A ~ Z. A schema is a pair (S, C), where S is a sequence ( ( Ra, kx) .... , ( RN, kN) The set E of expressions over our fixed schema and the associated functions deg (degree) and attrs (attributes) for expressions are defined as follows:
If e ~ E has degree k, then attrs(e) = { l, ..., k).
(1) Base relations. R~ ~ E for each R, in the schema, and deg(R,) is already defined. With these operators we can also defme selections, joins, and intersections: The operators _ and # can be defined in terms of =, <, and union. 5 Generalized restrictions el,I,], where ,I, is a Boolean combination of selections and restrictions, can also be defined using repeated restrictions, selections, and unions.
In certain cases we also allow the set difference operator, -, and we denote by Ethe set of expressions generated by the rules (1), (2) , and (4)- (6) For each e ~ E-of degree k and each I ~ I, the value of e on L denoted e(I), is a subset of D k. The formal definition, which is omitted, gives the usual semantics for relational algebra operators [6] . Unless otherwise stated, "expression" will mean an element of E. 
Transactions and Schedules
In Section 1 we saw how simple predicate locks would not allow some kinds of transactions to be run concurrently even though this was theoretically possible. In this section we introduce the notion of expression lock and the corresponding notions of well-formed transaction and legal history. The main theorem states that legal histories of well-formed transactions are equivalent to serial histories and thus preserve database consistency.
To motivate the definitions, we first discuss an informal model of a database manager (DBM). 
DBM
The basic components of a database management system are depicted in Figure 2 . The DBM consists of four subsystems whose functions are the following: Although the constraint monitor is nominally in charge of ensuring that all integrity constraints are satisfied, all of the DBM components actually work together to ensure this:
(1) The scheduler maintains a serializable log so that errors caused by interleaving transaction operations do not occur. (2) The access routines write log entries to secondary storage before related data pages are written (write-ahead log protocol) to ensure recoverability. A constraint that the constraint monitor checks directly can be enforced at three logical places: (1) at the end of an operation (insert, delete, update), (2) at the end of a transaction, or (3) at certain points during a day.
There are both economic and logical reasons for choosing a particular enforcement policy:
(1) In a database containing, for example, items for checking account balance, savings account balance, and total assets, where "savings + checking = total" is a constraint, money cannot be removed from savings and placed in checking (two actions are required) without the constraint being violated for a short time. (2) For some constraints there is never any reason for even a temporary constraint violation. Key constraints (FDs) are of this type. If a (correct) transaction inserts a tuple causing a key violation, it will later (since it is correct) delete the other tuple with the same key. The net effect is an update, and an update should be used instead of an insert followed by a delete. Hence a key violation indicates an error, and the guilty transaction should be aborted. (3) Checking some constraints requires access to large amounts of data (e.g., constraints on summary data) and can only be done during quiet parts of the day.
Hence the constraint monitor relies on the correctness of the other subsystems to keep these constraints valid to a high degree of probability.
The only explicit constraints contained in our relational model are those whose enforcement should be immediate (type (2)). Thus if any operation of any transaction violates an FD, the constraint monitor detects this violation and causes the transaction (and any others that have used this transaction's dirty data) to be aborted by the rollback/recovery module. The log entries for aborted transactions are tagged as having been undone, and they do not contribute to the current state of the database.
We assume in this paper that the access routines, the constraint monitor, and rollback/recovery subsystems are correctly implemented. Thus, without loss of generality we assume that transaction logs (histories) contain only operations of transactions that have terminated successfully.
We now present the formal definitions.
An expression lock, or simply lock, is a statement of the form,
Here M is the mode of the lock (S = share, X = exclusive), R is a schema relation, and e is an expression of the same degree as R. (We will often use M to denote either S or X.) Intuitively, e specifies a property of R-tuples, and all tuples which do or might have this property are locked. Although e may formally be any expression that is union compatible with R, it helps to think of e as a semijoin expression [3] specifying tuples of R based on how they join with tuples in other relations.
We also have corresponding unlock statements of the form,
Intuitively, an unlock statement says to release the R-tuples which do or might appear in e. where s,(I) = I if s, is a lock or an unlock statement.
Sets of tuples behave differently as locking entities than objects which are indivisible. If a set A of tuples is locked, it makes sense to unlock some proper subset B of A, still leaving A -B locked. Thus we should not require that if a transaction TR accesses a set A of tuples at step i, then TR must have some locking step preceding step i which explicitly locks exactly set A. It is only necessary that the aggregate of all locks (minus all unlocks) includes A. Thus to record the locks and unlocks which have appeared in a transaction, we defme the function,
Here, TR is the set of all transactions; {S, X} are the locking modes (share, exclusive); the third argument is the index of a statement in the transaction argument; and the last argument is the set of schema relations. The interpretation of e = lock(TR, M, i, Rj) is that transaction TR has at step i a lock expression e on relation Next we define "well-formed" for transactions. To do this, we consider a generalization of the semijoin concept [3] . Let e be an expression which, for simplicity of discussion only, we assume has no unions. Let e' be obtained from e by removing all projections. We may write e' as a cross product followed by a generalized restriction. For any schema relation R,, let e' [Z,1] ..... e' [Z,,,,] be the projections of e' on the n, occurrences of R,. The read set, RS,, of e with respect to R, is the expression
If e is a literal relation, its read set with respect to any relation is empty. If e contains unions, its read set is obtained by moving unions to the outside of the expression and applying the above procedure to each component of the union. The read set RS, has the property that for any instance/, if L is replaced by RS,(I), the value of e does not change. We refer to the N-tuple (RS1 ..... RSN) as the read set of e.
Example 2. Suppose e is the following expression which selects department numbers for departments whose manager earns less than some employee in that 
. . N, and e(I) = e(RS(I)). That is, applying the read set does not change the value of e. (2) I f e is minimal [1] and F = (F1 . . . . . FN) is an N-tuple of expressions with the properties that all for 1, e(1) = e(F(1)), and for i = 1 , . . . , N, F,(I) C_ I,, then for all L RS,(1) C_ F,(I), i = 1 . . . . , N. That is, the read set is the smallest set of expressions with property (1). (3) Let e' be an expression of degree deg(Rj). I f RS~ tq e' =-f~, then for all states S such that S' = (insert Rj e')(S) and S " = (delete Rj e')(S) are also states, we have RS,(S') = RS,(S") = RS,(S), i = 1 . . . . . N.
We now say that a transaction TR ----(Sl, s2 . . . . . Sm) is well formed if for each step s,, if s, is op R~ e, then the following two conditions hold: A history h for transactions TR1 . . . . . TRn is a sequence of statements such that for each i, every statement of TR, appears in h exactly once along with the index i of TR, (formally, h is a sequence of pairs (i, s)), and if sk precedes sj in TR/, then (i, sk) precedes (i, s~) in h.
A history h = (sl . . . . . sn) defines a function on instances by the composition of the functions associated with the operations in h. As noted above, we are only interested in those states S such that for eachj = 1 . . . . . n, s~(sj-l(.., s t ( S ) . . . ) ) is also a state.
We next de/me a Lock function which is analogous to the lock function for transactions. It has one additional argument for the history and represents locks held by all transactions. In words, a history is legal if exclusive locks are always disjoint from all other locks (held by different transactions on the same relation).
Legal histories can also be determined by the following equivalent property:
For every lock statement (k, lock M Rj e) (at step i) in h and every TRk, # TRk:
(1) IfM --S, then e N Lock(h, TRk., X, i, Rj) -~. PROOV. Let h be a history for TRx .... , TRn. We assume that the first unlock in h belongs to TRx. We shall show that h is equivalent to the history TR1;h', where h' is obtained from h by deleting all of TRI's statements. The theorem will then follow by induction on the number of transactions. To show that we can move TR~'s statements to the front, it is sufficient to show that if a portion of h has the form When at most one operation is involved, we must show that the result of reversing the two statements will still be a legal history, since it is clear that the function on states defined by the history will not change. When two operations are involved, we must show that they do not "interfere" with each other.
The first eight cases are of the former type and will be argued informally.
Case 1. The lock or unlock of TRp will still be legal when its position is switched since the lock expressions for Rj will not change.
Case 2. The argument is the same as in case 1.
Case 3. Since the empty intersection property holds after both locks are made, it will also hold after any one of them is made.
Case 4. If we do TR~'s unlock before TRp's lock, we cannot violate the empty intersection property of the history, since the lock expressions when TRp requests its lock will only be smaller.
Case 5. This case cannot occur, since TR~ has the first unlock in h and is twophased.
Case 6. Unlocks can only make lock expressions smaller. The empty intersection property cannot be violated by reversing the order of two unlock statements.
Case 7. The effect of the operation cannot change, and the lock or unlock of TRp will still be legal, since the operation of TR~ does not change lock expressions.
Case 8. The argument is the same as in case 7.
Case 9. Let So be the result of (s~ . . . . . sin-2) on state S. Defme
S~ = (op' Rj e')(So), $2 = (op R, e)(So), $3 = (op' Rj e')(S2), S, = (op R, e)(SO.
What we want to show is that Sa = $4. We first show that e(So) = e(S1). By an analogous argument we can show that e'(So) = e'(S~). Now if i # j, we have the following, where ± denotes either set union or set difference, depending on which particular operations op and op' are: 
&NTHONY KLUG Let RS be the read set of e. It is sufficient to show that RS(So) --RS(S~)
.
Tableaux
In the last section we defined a general framework for a lock-based concurrency control which we called expression locking. We guarantee consistency of the database by ensuring that transactions are well formed and two-phased, that histories are legal, and that the constraint monitor maintains the validity of key constraints. The conditions for well-formed transactions and for legal histories require that we be able to determine when an expression is universally empty and when the values of one expression are always contained in the values of another. In this section we develop algorithms for these problems using tableaux. Tableaux (see, e.g., [2, 5, 8, 11]) are two-dimensional representations for relational expressions. Previous definitions of tableaux have modeled only projections, equise-lections, and natural joins on universal instances [2] or projections, eq~ction, equirestriction, and cross product [5, 8] on arbitrary instances. Here, however, we use a more general concept of tableau which can represent relational algebra operators in which restrictions may have "less-than" comparisons.
The transitive closure of a binary relation R (in the mathematical sense), denoted R*, is the smallest transitive relation containing R.
The set V of variables is the set (al, a2, aa, -..} of subscripted a's. The set Y of symbols is V U N. We associate a natural ordering on Y as follows: N has its usual ordering, V is ordered by index value, and every element of N is less than every element ofV. A tableau Tofdegree m is an (N + 2)-tuple <s, B, /'1 ..... TN> such that (1) s E ym, (2) for each i --1 ..... N, T, is a t'mite subset ofY deg(n') , (3) every variable in s appears in some T,, and (4) B is a Boolean function on the symbols in T1 .... , TN. s is called the summary. We call B the LT-matrix (less-than matrix) because it is intended to represent the "less-than" relations between symbols and since it can be thought of as a Boolean matrix. We will treat B as a matrix, a Boolean function, or a binary relation, as needed, and will often use the equivalent notation B(x, y) ---1, xBy, or (x, y) E B. We consider the empty tableau, (0 ..... O>, to be a tableau of any degree.
A tableau set of degree m is a f'mite set of tableaux of degree m. If X is a tuple, a tuple set, a tableau, or a tableau set, we let Y(X) denote the set of symbols occurring in X.
Tableaux can select data from instances by a pattern matching procedure: A 
. iV. We will often simply consider T itself to be an instance. It is easy to see that if T can be an instance, then s E T(T).
A tableau set Y = { T1 ..... Tk} may be considered to be a function by defining
As with expressions, we want to consider two versions of "contained in" for tableaux and for tableau sets. We will write T1 _ Tz if Ta(I) C_ T~(1) for al| instances L We will write T, << T2 if Ta(S) C T2(S) for all states S. The same notation will also be used for tableau sets.
If T1 ___. 7"2 and T2 _C T1, we will write T1 -T2. If T~ << T2 and 7"2 << T1, we will write /'1 -T2.
If e is an expression and T a tableau set, we write e ---T if e(I) = T(I) for all instances I.
LEMMA 3 (1) For every expression e in E there is a tableau set Y such that e ---Y. (2) For every tableau set Y there is an expression e E E such that e ---Y.
PROOF. Left to the reader. The proof is a combination and extension of the proofs found in [ To test for well-formed transactions and legal histories, we need some computational procedures for tableau sets. The concepts of "chase" and of "containment mapping" are the appropriate ones.
A chase consists of a sequence of transformations on a tableau set which preserves equivalence. In this paper we consider transformations determined by the schema FDs and ones which manipulate the LT-matrix.
The rules for changing the LT-matrix need to infer all "less-than" relationships among symbols of a tableau. Since it is possible to have, say, (al, 3) E B and (4, a2) B, but (3, 4) ~ B, we need to include the order on natural numbers in these rules. Let N(T) be the constants in tableau T = (s, B, T~ ..... T2v), and let <N<T} be <s N (N(T) x N(T)). Then we write B + for (B t.; <I,;<T})*. This is a closure of B with the ordering on the constants taken into account.
The rules are first defined for tableaux. For a tableau set Y, apply the above rules to the elements of Y. The transformations derived from these rules have the following properties.
LEMMA 4 (1) Let T' be the result of applying an F-rule or an LT-rule to T. Then T --T'. (2) A given set ofF-rules can be applied to a tableau only a finite number of times. (3) If U and V are tableaux obtained from T by application ofF-rules and LT-rules such that no rule can be applied to U or V, then U and V are identical.
PROOF. The proof is a generalization of the one found in [9] . [] This lemma means that the following chase function is well-defined: Chase(T) is the final tableau obtained from T by applying all possible F-rules and LT-rules to T. Chase(Y) is the final tableau set obtained from Y by applying all possible F-rules and LT-rules to members of Y. Some basic properties of the chase function are the following.
THEOREM 2 (1) Let T' = chase(T). Then T', as an instance, is a state. (2) T-chase(T).
It has been shown in [2] and [5] that the _C relation for equality tableaux and equality tableau sets can be determined by certain row-preserving functions on symbols. We next generalize this result to inequality tableaux.
A containment mappingffrom tableau 7'1 to tableau T2 is a function 17(/'1) ~ Y(T2) which is one-to-one from the summary of 7'1 onto the summary of T2, is the identity on constants in T1, and has the properties that f(Ba) C. (Bz t.J <N)* andf(T1/) C Tz~ f o r / = 1 . . . . . N.
T H E O~i 3. Let 7"1, T2 be tableaux with Ta not equivalent to the empty tableau. Then Suppose 7"1 C Tz. Then with T~ as an instance, sl E T~(T~), and so s~ E T2(T~). There is then a valuation r such that sl = r(s2), r(T2,) __. T~,, and r(B2) C (B~ U <r~)*. Thus r is a containment mapping from/'2 to T1.
(2) From part (1) we know that existence of a containment mapping f : T~ ~ 7"1 implies 7"1 C T2, and T1 << T2 always follows. If 7"1 is a state and Tt << T2, then sx E 7"1(1"1) implies s~ E T2(T1). We proceed as above to get the containment mapping. [] COROLLARY. For any tableaux TI, T2, I"1 << 
1"2 iff 7"1 ---¢3 or there is a containment mapping f: T~. --* chase(T1).
Note that since there are only a finite number of possible containment mappings from one tableau to another, we have an algorithm for testing/'1 _C T2 and Tx << T2. In defining transactions and locking in the previous section we needed to derive expressions which pick out the "read set" of an operation. We now give the def'mition of read set in terms of tableaux and we give the proof of Lemma 2.
Let T = (s, B, TI, . . . , T2v) be a tableau, and write Tv for the j t h row of T, (in some arbitrary ordering of the rows). 
. RS(T,,)).
It is not hard to see that the definition of read set for tableaux is equivalent to the one given for expressions.
A tableau T is minimal if every containment mapping f: T ~ T is one-to-one and onto. (See [1] and [5] ( 
1) For all instances L T(1) = T(RS(1)).

.. N, for all instances 1, and T(F(I)) = T(I) for all instances L If T is minimal, then RS, C F,, i == 1 ..... N. (3) Let T' be a tableau of degree deg(R~), lf RSs N T' = 0, then for all states S such that S' ~ (insert Rj T')(S) and S" = (delete Rj T')(S) are also states, we have
RS,(S') = RS,(S") = RS,(S)
,
. r(TN)). Now I' C RS(I) by the lemma, so T(I') C. T(RS(I)) and t E T(RS(I)).
(2) If T ---0, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, each RS, is a tableau set, and it is sufficient to show that RS,: C_ F, for every member tableau RS,j of RS,. We will verify this by finding a containment mapping f: F' ---> RS,j, where F' is some member tableau of F,.
Considering T as an instance, we have Fj(T) C Tj for j --1 .... 
. N. Also, since s E T(T) = T(F(T)), we have a valuation r such that s = r(s), r(T:) C F:(T)
Hence, to show that RS:(S) = RSj(S') = RS:(S"), we show that (VO(r(T,) C_ S:) iff (VO(r(T,) C_ S,) iff (V0(r(T,) _ S:'). If (VO(r(T,) C_. S'), then r(T:) A T'(S') C_ RSj(S') f) T'(S') = f3. Since T'(S) T'(S'
)
If (Vi)(r(T~) C__ S~), then r(Tj) N T ' ( S ) --0. Since we can write Sj --(Ss A T'(S)) U ($1 -T'(S)), we have r(Tj) C_ Sj -T'(S) = S f . For other indices i, r(T,) C_ S" = Si.
If ( We have now given algorithms for e ---~ and for el << e2 when e, el, and e2 are in E. However, the values of the lock function are expressions in E-. Although the algorithms for expressions in E can be extended to expressions in E -by a development similar to one given in [11] , the fact that transactions are two-phased means that the lock expressions have a quite simple structure: (It can be derived from the definition of the intersection in terms of the basic operations.) By applying the F-rule for the dependency dno ~ budget, we will replace all occurrences of a12 by as. Then taking the +-closure of B will give (ag, ag) E B +, so the tableau will be replaced by the empty tableau. []
Extensions for the Update Operation
In the preceding sections we have developed the idea of expression locks for insert and delete operations. We now briefly discuss how updates can be handled.
Updates are operations which change the values of attributes of existing tuples. In our formal model an update is an operation of the form updatefR e.
Here, R is a schema relation, e is an expression of the same degree as R, and f, the update function, is a unary function from tuples to tuples specified by a list of assignments of values to attributes. For example, "increase salary by 10%" (sal = 1.1.sal), is an update function. Intuitively, such an update statement says that all the tuples in R which are selected by e should have the update function f applied to them. Formally, the semantics of the update operation are given by the rule If I' --(updatefRj e) (1) , then lj = (Ij -e(I)) 13 f(11 A e(I)), and I'= I, for i#j.
Adding the update operator makes it more difficult to determine whether a transaction is well formed or if a history is legal. For example, consider the following transactions:
TRy: Give every employee whose salary is less than $15000 a 10 percent raise. TR6: Give every employee whose salary is greater than $16000 a 5 percent pay cut.
If TR5 and TR6 set the respective locks: lock X emp emp[sal < 15000], lock X emp emp[sal > 16000], then the locks are disjoint, but the update function for TR~ can move tuples out of the lock for TR5 into the lock set of TR6. We therefore need to know that the result of the update will still be locked. That is, given an update function f we need a decision procedure for the relation <<I, defined by el <<t e2 iff
for all states S, f(e~(S)) C_ e2(S).
We then extend the definition of well formed with the rule If s, is "update f Rj e,"
then RSk << lock(TR, S, i, Rk), k = 1 . . . . , iV, where RS is the read set of e, e << lock(TR, X, i, Rj), and e <<r lock(TR, X, i, Rj).
The last two lines state that both the "before" and "after" images of selected tuples are locked.
We identify two cases where <<r can be determined:
(1) The domains being updated do not participate in any way in the selection of tuples by e. (2) All of the attributes (in the case of numeric attributes) appearing on the righthand sides of the update expressions can be bounded by fixed intervals, and these intervals imply intervals for all attributes on left-hand sides.
Example 5. Consider the following update which gives a quadratic raise to all employees in "high budget" departments (an update of type (1) 
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced the notion of expression lock. Expression locks are more 'general than simple predicate locks, and they can allow concurrent execution of transactions which would have to run serially if only simple predicate locks were used. The traditional notions of well-formed transaction and legal history have been generalized to handle locks on expressions. Well-formed transactions lock in share mode the "read set" of the expression being read for deletion or insertion. When transactions are two-phased, the relational algebra expressions representing the locks held have a simple form for which the necessary algorithms for determining well-formedness (of transactions) and legality (of histories) were given. The algorithms use tableaux. To be able to represent a wide class of relational algebra expressions, we have extended the notion of tableau by adding a matrix representing "less-than" relationships between variables and between variables and constants.
The algorithms presented offer a practical approach for a database concurrency control method. The algorithm for recognizing well-formed transactions must look for containment mappings. Although this problem is NP-hard [2] , the cost can be amortized over the life of the transaction. If all transactions keep their locks until transaction end (which is often the case), then legality of histories, which must be tested at run time, uses only the chase procedure for which polynomial algorithms exist [9] .
